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Start today! 
As soon as you have charted your first score you have started your recovery process. 
You have identified where you are at and where you want to get to. You now have 
a simple process through which you can achieve recovery. All you have to do is work 
on improving your score a little each week. I have helped hundreds of people with 
this process and it works!  
 
Recovery made simple, but not always easy. 
Recovery Trackers give you a straightforward way to understand and achieve 
recovery. However, recovering from a difficult time in your life, such as a mental health 
or addiction concern, is not always easy. Each person’s journey is unique and some 
parts of it can be very challenging. Recovery Trackers are tools to help you manage 
your recovery. They allow you to track, share and reflect on your progress. They help 
you to find a path to feeling well again. They can help you to succeed in important 
areas of your life that were once very difficult. Your journey may not always be easy, 
but Recovery Trackers can help you find your way. 
 
Introducing Recovery Trackers 
There are many Recovery Trackers to choose from. The key is to find the ones that 
work best for you. Here is an overview of four of them. 
 

• The Recovery Tracker. This tool allows you to track your progress in three 
important areas of your life: (1) your personal wellbeing, (2) in close 
relationships and (3) how you are doing in social settings. This is a powerful tool 
for recovery. It allows you to monitor and reflect on your progress each week. 
You can use this tool for your recovery or to help a friend. 

 
• The Focus Tracker. Using this Tracker is a great way to stay focused and 

motivated in your recovery. You can complete it once every day, once-a-week 
or once-a-month. Use it as regularly as you like. It will help you stay on track 
and be successful. 

 
• The Addiction Recovery Tracker. When you are recovering from an addiction 

it is helpful to chart your progress each week. The Addiction Recovery Tracker 
allows you to do this by tracking the frequency of your use and how negatively 
it is affecting you. This Tracker can be used for a lot of different concerns such 
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as an addiction to alcohol, heroin, gambling, over-eating, pornography and 
online shopping. 

 
• The Mental Health Recovery Tracker. This tool helps you recover from a mental 

health concern by allowing you to track your symptoms and the impact they 
are having on your life. This allows you to progress each week by reducing the 
frequency of symptoms and how negatively they affect you.  

 
Recovery Trackers are great tools for people in recovery, for the friends and family 
members that support them, for community volunteers and for recovery organisations. 
 
How to use the Recovery Tracker with 3 simple steps 
Trackers are simple to use. Once you have learned how to use one you can use them 
all. Here are the 3 steps for using the Recovery Tracker: 
 

Step 1: Answer the questions on the Recovery Tracker and plot your total score 
on the chart. 

 
Step 2: Think of a small, practical step you can take to improve your score.  

 
 Step 3: Repeat steps 1 and 2 each week.  
 
That is all that there is to it. The key is to use Trackers in a way that feels right to you. 
Consider sharing your Tracker with a supportive friend or family member to discuss 
your progress each week. When you are feeling better look at the selection of 
Wellbeing Trackers and consider progressing on to one of them. 
 
If you visit our website - www.WellbeingTrackers.com - there are stories from people 
that have used Recovery Trackers. You might find it helpful to read them. Also, take a 
look at the recovery tools that are available to download for free from the site: 
“Healthy Stress Coping Skills”, “3 Steps To Recovery” and “2 Keys To A Successful 
Recovery”. 
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How to help a friend recover 
Use these steps to help a friend, or family member, with a Recovery Tracker:  
 

1. Explain how Recovery Trackers work in a way that feels comfortable to them. 
   

2. Ask them which Recovery Tracker they would like to use. It is fine if they would 
like to try out a few. 

  

3. Pick a time and place to meet once each week to work on the Tracker they 
have chosen.  

  

4. When you meet with them help them to: 
a. Answer the questions on the Tracker,  
b. Plot the total score on the chart,  
c. Reflect on their progress and  
d. Develop a small practice step to improve their score. 
 

5. Repeat step 4 once-a-week until they are feeling better again.  
  

6. When they are doing well on their Recovery Tracker ask them if they would 
like to look at some Wellbeing Trackers. 

 
Recovery Trackers are not meant to define someone. They are there to generate a 
productive conversation and helpful feedback about an individual’s journey in 
recovery. It is not an assessment tool. So, when someone plots a point to their chart I 
ask them if that feels right to them. It is important that they feel the chart reflects how 
they are doing in their recovery.  
 
The validity of Recovery Trackers relies on what I call a “study of one”. This means 
that whether or not the Tracker is a good recovery tool depends on how the person 
experiences it. If they find it helpful then it is a good tool for them. The same Tracker 
may not be helpful to another person. So each person needs to see for themselves 
what tools will facilitate their recovery.  
 
When helping someone with a Recovery Tracker it is important that they feel it is a 
safe conversation. It is important that they feel accepted, respected and listened to. 
So, check in with them from time to time to make sure they are comfortable with the 
process.  
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When you are introducing Recovery Trackers to a friend or family member it can be 
helpful to let them know that it is okay if they don’t want to use them. You can let them 
know that it is okay if they would like to use a Tracker with someone else or if they 
would like to use it on their own. Letting them know that all these options are okay 
creates a safe environment. This approach empowers your friend or loved-one with 
new options.  
 
How to be a Tracker Mentor 
A Tracker Mentor is someone who is familiar with all the Recovery Trackers and sets 
time aside to help others in their community with them. A Tracker Mentor can also be 
called a Community Volunteer, a Recovery Companion or whatever name seems to 
work best for that community.  
 
In addition to using Recovery Trackers, a Tracker Mentor uses the Meeting Tracker 
at the end of each support session. They could use the normal or brief version of the 
Meeting Tracker. The Meeting Tracker allows the Tracker Mentor to collaborate with 
the person they are helping to make sure the sessions are working well and to make 
adjustments as needed.  
 
Here are the steps for helping someone as a Tracker Mentor: 
 

1. Follow the step outlined in “How to help a friend recover” in order to help them 
use Recovery Trackers. 
 

2. Use the Meeting Tracker at the end of each session. Here are the steps for 
using the Meeting Tracker: 

a. Ask the person you are helping to answer the questions on the Meeting 
Tracker. Be sure to do this a way they feel comfortable with. 

b. Plot their total score on the chart.  
c. If the score is “below the line” on the chart, collaborate and come up 

with some ideas about how to improve the score in the next session. 
 
That is how to be a Tracker Mentor and volunteer your time to help others in your 
community. Be empowered. Be bold. Be part of something that creates recovery and 
wellbeing in your community. Being a Tracker Mentor is a great way to make friends, 
develop new skills, and participate in something meaningful.  
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How to use Trackers as a team 
Team Trackers are a great way to work together as a group to promote recovery 
and wellbeing. Here are the steps for using Team Trackers: 
 

Step 1: Decide which Tracker you would like to use as a team. 
 

Step 2: Each member of the team completes the tracker individually. 
 
Step 3: Add up the total scores of each person and divide this by the number 
of people on the team.  
 
Step 4: Plot this number, the average score, on the Team Tracker Chart. If the 
team feels it would be helpful you can also plot the highest and lowest scores.  

 
Step 5: Consult as a team and think of a small, practical step you can take 
to improve the team’s score. 
 
Step 6: Repeat steps 2 through 5  each week. 
 

How to create your own recovery tracking tools 
There are three types of recovery tracking tools. The first type charts your progress 
in the following areas of your life: (1) personal wellbeing, (2) close relationships and 
(3) in social settings. The research shows that it is in these areas that people show 
improvement when they recover from a mental health or addiction concern. Charting 
your progress in these areas is very helpful. The Recovery Tracker is an example of a 
recovery tracking tool based on this idea. To create this type of recovery tool for 
yourself just think of helpful ways of asking about these three areas. You could also 
add another question that kinda re-asks about them. This type of question is checking 
for internal consistency. A question checking for internal consistency on a tool like this 
might be a broader question about how life is going in general.  

The second type of recovery tracking tool charts the frequency of your concern and 
how negatively it is affecting you. The Addiction Recovery Tracker and Mental Health 
Recovery Tracker are examples of this type of tool. 

The third type of recovery tracking tool relates to your experience of the support you 
are getting. Research shows that the more positive your experience the better your 
recovery will be. The Meeting Tracker, Programme Tracker and Support Tracker are 
good examples of this type of tool. 
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Now that you are empowered with the knowledge of how to create tools you can 
make ones that work well for you, you could help a friend to create one, or you could 
work with others and create a tool to use as a team. Be empowered, go create some 
wonderful recovery tracking tools! 

The tools you create are your own personalised tools for recovery. Designed by you, 
to be use by you. So give yourself the freedom to design a tool that feels right. You 
can change how frequently you use the tool. You can change the questions and find 
the ones that work best for you. You could develop a tracking tool as a team, or 
recovery community. Design one that the team feels good about. Track the average 
total score of the team each week and work together to improve it. When you 
download the Recovery Resource Pack there are several templates you can use that 
make it easy to create your own tools.  

When creating your own tools be mindful of copyright. This is not legal advice, just an 
individual’s opinion about copyright issues. You cannot copyright an idea, but you can 
copyright the expression of an idea. So, for example, the idea, or concept, that it is 
good to track the frequency of your symptoms and how negatively they are impacting 
you cannot copyrighted. But a specific expression of this concept can be copyrighted. 
The same dynamic of copyright applies to the idea that it is good to track recovery 
progress in (1) personal wellbeing, (2) close relationships and (3) social activities. So 
be creative in your expression of the idea or concept. For example, the specific types 
of scales, questions, form design and chart you create need to be original and not 
copied from someone else’s work. The good news is that being original is not hard to 
do. All you have do is let your creativity flow and develop your own scales, charts, 
questions and form designs. Also, you can use the templates in the Recovery Resource 
Pack to develop your tools as permission is given for you to use, share and change 
them. These templates make it easy to design and develop great tools.  
 
When constructing your chart consider the following elements: 
 

1. A vertical scale that goes from the lowest possible total score to the highest. 
 

2. A horizontal scale to show how frequently the tool is to be used, for example, 
every day, week, month, session, meeting or review. 

 
3. You may also wish to add a “target line” on the chart. This is a line that you 

want to get to or go above. When you are below this line it indicates that you 
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have work to do. Sometimes we talk about a score being “below the line” – this 
refers to being below the “target line”. 

 
4. Also, consider adding an additional, non-numerical horizontal scale indicating 

progress.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The cool thing is that with the level of technology that humanity has reached you can 
create recovery tracking tools and share them with the whole world. I use MS-Word, 
MS-Excel and Adobe Reader. You could use these tools or free ones like those 
available from OpenOffice. Android Studio is also free. So you could get it, watch a 
few tutorials and create an Android app. When you have created your tools its time 
to share them with the world. I use Facebook, YouTube and Meetups to promote the 
tools I created. You could use these websites, and others, to share your creations. I 
love all this technology because it allows us to democratise access to these tools, i.e., 
anyone can get them, use them, create them and share them. Technology also allows 
us to democratise the knowledge they are based on, giving everyone access to this 
information. This is a very good thing!  
 
 
 

Target line 

Vertical scale  Horizonal scale 

Additional Horizonal scale 
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Introducing Wellbeing Trackers 
There are many dimensions to your wellbeing. All of them can be developed with 
Wellbeing Trackers. Improving all these aspects of your wellbeing will give you a 
deeper and richer experience of life. Here are some of the Wellbeing Trackers: 
 

❑   Wellbeing Tracker 
❑   Physical Wellbeing Tracker 
❑   Relationship Tracker 
❑   Student Wellbeing Tracker 
❑   Career Tracker 
❑   Creative Pathways to Wellbeing Tracker 

 
Download the Wellbeing Resource Pack from our website to get the full range of 
Wellbeing Trackers. 
 
Wellbeing Trackers are simple to use. Here are the steps: 
 

1. Answer the questions on the Tracker.  
2. Plot your total score on the chart. 
3. Think of a small, practical step you can take to improve your score.  
4. Repeat the above 3 steps once each week and reflect on your progress. 

 
Tips for using Wellbeing Trackers:  
 
✓ Once you have learned how to use one Wellbeing Tracker you can use them 

all, so go explore! 
✓ Consider discussing your progress with a friend. It’s good to share your 

successes and get support with your struggles. 
✓ Work together as a team to improve your wellbeing with a Team Tracker. This 

can be a wonderful, life-changing experience. 
✓ When you are doing well on a Wellbeing Tracker consider switching to a new 

one. By doing this you will grow, learn and improve many aspects of your 
wellbeing. 
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This illustration shows the relationship between recovery and wellbeing. As your 
recovery journey comes to an end your wellbeing journey beings.  
 
 
         
       Excellent 
 
      Great 
 
     Good   
  

OK 
 
   Not-so-good 
 
  Difficult   
 
 Very difficult 
      
 
 
 
Wellbeing and culture 
Our culture revolves around each person being a stable social and economic unit. 
Social and economic stability is a good thing but it is not wellbeing. Wellbeing goes 
far beyond this. In wellbeing we have a more wonderful and rewarding experience 
of life.  
 
The advertisements all around us promise fulfilment and a peak experience of life if 
we purchase a certain good or service. But all that happens when we buy them is our 
spirits are momentarily uplifted. What we truly seek is wellbeing. 
 
Trackers help us to set new targets for our lives and avoid being trapped by the rules 
and routines that surround us. They help us to create an environment of wellbeing in 
our families, schools, workplaces and communities. They help us to escape the norms 
of culture. 
 
 

Recovery 

Wellbeing 
Life is… 

Distress 
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Harness the power of your mind  
Regularly using a Tracker trains your mind and teaches it to focus on what you want 
to achieve. This reprograms your mind. Creating wellbeing becomes a habit. Ideas 
spring spontaneously to mind. You focus on building a positive life. Your energy 
increases. Your unconscious mind works to support your consciously chosen goals. 
Through the power of intention and repetition you create new patterns in your life. 
You are elevated to a new experience of wellbeing. 
 
When you stop using a Tracker your subconscious mind will continue to support you 
to achieve its goals. This is because you have internalised the Tracker’s code. A key 
to this process is having an open and welcoming posture towards this new code. 
Through this process you are deciding for yourself the code you want to live by. 
 
A little wisdom… 
Recovery Trackers are not intended to save, cure or fix anyone. Their purpose is to 
contribute to a person’s recovery process alongside many other strengths, resources 
and supports. 
 
Recovery Trackers are not magical tools that work for everyone. Many people find 
them helpful, and many more people see them as an essential part of their recovery 
process. If you don’t find them helpful, don’t be discouraged. Continue to look for the 
tools that will make a positive contribution to your recovery. Keep believing! 
 
 

Want to know more? Join a webinar, a Meetup or email us.  
Visit our website for details. 
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Disclaimer: 

1. The creator of this informational material is not responsible for, and expressly 
disclaims all liability for, damages or harm of any kind arising out of use, reference 
to, or reliance on it. 
 

2. The information on this document, including any recommendations, only represent 
the author’s opinion and is not to be taken as professional advice.   
 

3. Any reliance you place on this information is strictly at your own risk. 
 

4. You should not rely on this information as a substitute for, nor does it replace, 
professional advice, diagnosis or treatment. If you have a mental health, addiction 
or physical health concern you should consult with the appropriate professionals 
for support and guidance. 
 

5. No guarantee is given that this information is correct, complete or up-to-date. 


